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Abstract—We propose the simulation framework for
complex path planning problems with multiagent systems
focuses on the sheepdog problem for handling distributed
autonomous robot systems. The sheepdog problem is an
extension of the pursuit problem for handling one prey
robot and multiple predator robot. The sheepdog problem
involves a more complex issue in which multiple dog robot
chase and herd multiple sheep robot. We use the Boids
model and cellular automata to model sheep flocking and
chase and herd behavior for dog robots. We conduct ex-
periments using a Sheepdog problem simulator and study
cooperative behavior.

1. Introduction

Recently, technological improvements in robot hard-
ware and related software application are increasing mo-
bile robot utilization, making solutions for intelligent and
efficient control of multiple mobile robot systems very hot
issues. Simulation study and development for such systems
is particularly relevant and important at this stage. The
key issue is cooperative behavior between distributed au-
tonomous robot systems.

The problem of cooperation between multiple robot
systems is a subject of distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI), which covers a vast, impressive number of studies
[1][2].Examples include cooperative search, hunting, and
capture problems. Cellular automata are used to model
DAI problems and as a powerful problem solver for multi-
agent systems. The approach is applied to model the com-
plex behavior of particle elements such as gases, liquid ma-
terials, and biological cells [3][4][5][6].

The Boids model is another very practical, useful tool
used to model cooperative movement such as birds flock-
ing, swarming, fish schooling, and other distributed behav-
ior [7][8]. We use boids and cellular automata to model
cooperative multiple mobile robot behavior in solving the
sheepdog problem. In our previous work, we studied the
sheepdog simulation performance with robot density and
sheepdog robot diversity[9].

In this paper, we focus on dog robot sight range to com-
pare sheepdog performance. We present the definitions un-
derlying the sheepdog problem in the next section.

2. Problem Definition

The sheepdog problem is an extension of the pursuit
problem that handles a single prey robot and multiple
predator robots. In the sheepdog problem, multiple agents
(dog robots) seek to herd multiple agents (sheep robots),
each agent moving vertically or horizontally on a two-
dimensional (2D) lattice shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Definition of sheepdog problem. (a) Initial pat-
tern, (b) Capture.

The field defined by the 2D lattice is an infinite toroidal
plane. Robot moving to the right for enough over the right
edge of the lattice appears at the opposite side up from the
left edge.

Sheep completely surrounded by dogs are captured. The
number of sheep and dogs ranges from 0 to 1000 and the
filed size is 100x100 grids.

The sheepdog problem requires two different coopera-
tive behavioral models: First, a flocking model for sheep.
Second, a chase and herd (capture) model for dogs.

Robots detect the presence of neighbor robots within a
specific range of sight, recognizing the robot type. Robots
moves individually based on local information and neigh-
borhood robot interaction.

Performance is measured by the number or ratio of cap-
tured sheep. The ratio is the proportion of captured to total
number of sheep.
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3. Robot Models

To simulate the sheepdog problem, we use the Boids
algorithm and cellular automata to model sheep and dog
robot behaviors, proposing a simulation framework based
on a Boids algorithm within 2D cellular automata.

The basic Boids flocking model consists of three types
of simple steering forces (separation, cohesion, and align-
ment) describing how individual robots maneuver based on
the location and speed of neighborhood robots:

1. Separation: The boid avoids collisions with neighbor-
hood boids.

2. Cohesion: The boid moves toward neighborhood
boids.

3. Alignment: The boid steers itself in the same direction
as neighborhood boids.

To implement the sheepdog problem simulator, we pro-
pose the following framework for controlling the sheep and
sheepdog behavior with cellular automata:

• Robot activity: Robots move within a 2D lattice of n x
n grids in a toroidal world.

• Robot range of sight: Robot sensing detects the loca-
tion of other robots, the robot type, and relative speed
within a certain 24-cell range of sight (Fig. 2). The
robot detects other sheep and dog robots within the
range of sight.

• Robot action rules: A robot in the lattice field has two
parameters (eq. (1)). R(t) represents status informa-
tion of the robot at step time t. Parameter 1 is the x-y
location in lattice as P(t). Parameter 2 is the force that
affects robot movement, F(t).

• Robot Movement: The robot takes a step forward in
the von Neumann neighborhood at step time t + 1.
The von Neumann neighborhood consists of four di-
rect neighbors, i.e., directly to the right, directly to the
left, directly above, and directly below the robot. The
cell of next step P(t+1) is decided by force vector F(t)
of the robot (eq. (4)). Function rand(n) returns a ran-
dom number between 0 and n. If, for example, force
vector F(t) equals (4, 1), the robot moves one cell to
the right with a probability of 80%, or one cell down
with a probability of 20%.

Robot status is defined as in eq. (1):

R(t) = {P(t) = (x, y), F(t) = ( fx, fy)} (1)

Force at step time t + 1 is defined as in eqs. (2) and (3):

F(t + 1) = Fs(t) + Fd(t) + F(t) (2)

where Fs(t) is the force affected by the same type of robot
and Fd(t) is the force affected by a different type of robot.

Fs(t) = asFssep (t) + bsFscoh (t) + csFsali (t)
Fd(t) = adFdsep (t) + bdFdcoh (t) + cdFdali (t)

(3)

where Fssep , Fscoh , and Fsali are separation, cohesion, and
alignment forces using the same type of robot. Parameters
as, bs, and cs are the weights of each force. Fdsep , Fdcoh , and
Fdali are separation, cohesion, and alignment forces using
different type of robots. ad, bd, and cd are the weights of
each force.

P(t + 1) =

{
(x + sign( fx), y) when d = 1
(x, y + sign( fy)) when d = 0

rand(| fx| + | fy|) ≤ | fx| → d = 1
rand(| fx| + | fy|) > | fx| → d = 0

(4)

R(t)
R(t) = { P(t)=(x, y), F(t)=(fx, fy) }

von Neumann neighborhoodxy Fs
R1

R2 R3
fs(1)fs(3) fs(2) Fcfc(1)

fc(2) fc(3)R3

Figure 2: Robot range of sight with three Manhattan dis-
tance.

Separation force Fs(t), cohesion force Fc(t), and align-
ment force Fa(t) at step in time t are defined by

Fs(t) =
∑

i fs(i), Fc(t) =
∑

i fc(i), Fa(t) =
∑

i F(i)

where fs(i) is separation force elements affected by
robots, fc(i) is cohesion force elements affected by robots,
F(i) is one of force elements owned by a neighborhood
robot, and i is the index of robots within the range of sight.
Force Fa acts on the robot to steer it towards the average
heading of other robots within the range of sight.

3.1. Sheep Robot

To implement sheep robot behavior, we set the following
action rules for sheep robot: First, sheep robots execute
the simulated flocking. Second, sheep robots attempt to
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avoid colliding with dog robots. Sheep robot action rules
based on R(t) defined in the previous section, consist of the
following forces:

1. Separation: The separation force fs(i) element is gen-
erated by a sheep robot or dog robot within the range
of sight.

2. Cohesion: The cohesion force fc(i) element is gener-
ated by a sheep robot within the range of sight.

3. Alignment: The alignment force F(i) element is gen-
erated by a sheep robot within the range of sight.

3.2. Dog Robot

To implement dog robot behavior, we set the following
action rules for dog robots: First, dog robots have no sepa-
ration force in relation to sheep robots. Second, dog robots
develop strong cohesion in relation to sheep robots. Third,
dog robots develop strong alignment force in relation to
sheep robots.

Dog robot action rules based on R(t) defined in the pre-
vious section, consist of the following forces:

1. Separation: The separation force fs(i) element is gen-
erated by a dog robot within the range of sight.

2. Cohesion: The cohesion force fc(i) element is gen-
erated by a sheep or a dog robot within the range of
sight.

3. Alignment: The alignment force F(i) element is gen-
erated by a sheep or a dog robot with in the range of
sight.

Fig. 3 shows the status of the sheepdog cellular automata
in progress. Dog robots have captured sheep robots form-
ing a cluster.

Dog robots Sheep robots

Figure 3: Dog robots cluster to herd sheep robots.

4. Dog Robot Sight Range Simulation

4.1. Robot Parameters

Simulation parameters are as follows: Number of dog
robots is 1000, and number of sheep robots 500, the field
size is 100x100 grids. Each dog robot has same robot pa-
rameters. Five different sight ranges of dog robots (Case 1
to 5), Manhattan distance 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were chosen to
compare sheepdog simulation performance (Fig. 4).xy

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Case 4 Case 5
Figure 4: Sheepdog sight range patterns.

4.2. Simulation Results

In simulation results (Fig. 5), the x axis is the number
of steps over time and the y axis is the number of captured
sheep robots calculated by averaging the results of ten sim-
ulations.

Note the following: Case 4 and 5 shows the best per-
formance and case 1 shows the worst. The overall result
shows that the dog robot sight range area improves sheep-
dog performance.
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Figure 5: Captured sheep robot number with five dog robot
sight range patterns.
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Fig. 6 shows the simulation results with the x axis (log)
is the dog robot sight range area and the y axis is the av-
erage number of captured sheep robots. In case 1, 2, 3
and 4, the number of captured sheep robots shows a linear
increase by the increase of dog robot sight range area. In
case 4 and 5, the number of captured sheep robots is almost
same.

050
100150200250300

1 10 100Sight range area of Sheepdog robotCapture
d sheep
 robots

Case 1
Case 2

Case 4 Case 5Case 3

Figure 6: Captured sheep robot number and dog robot sight
range.

Note the following: The robot density is 15%, sheep:dog
ratio is 50%, and average number of robots within dog
robot sight range is shown below.

Table 1: Dog robot sight range area and average number of
robots within sight range.

Dog robot Average number of
Case sight range robots within

area sight range

1 4 0.6
2 12 1.8
3 24 3.6
4 40 6.0
5 60 9.0

5. Conclusion

In the simulation framework we have proposed for the
sheepdog problem, Boids model and cellular automata re-
alize two different behavior models. First, the sheep robots
have the flocking behaviour. Secondly, the dog robots have
the chasing and capturing behaviour.

Simulation results of dog robot sight ranges showed that
sheepdog problem performance is affected by dog robot
sight range. We chose the dog robot sight range from 1 to
5 Manhattan distance to compare sheepdog performance.
Between 1 to 4 Manhattan distance, the number of cap-
tured sheep robots shows a linear increase. In 5 Manhattan

distance, the number of captured sheep robots is almost the
same as 4. It seems reasonable to conclude that the increase
of dog robot sight range under particular sight range area,
40 in the simulation, improves sheepdog performance. The
limitations of performance by sight range can be explained
that excessive increase of average number of robots within
dog robot sight range causes an inhibitory action against
dog robot cooperative behavior.

In future work, we plan to proceed with this research tar-
geting dynamic optimization of robot weighting parameters
through sharing distributed knowledge, introducing other
factors into robot models such as movement cost, and com-
binations with other algorithms for pursuit problems.
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